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I am Laraib!
I am a kiran Ambassdor
I study at Habib Girls' School in grade 10. My aim is to be
a Psychologist and raise awareness of mental health, an
extremely overlooked and neglected area of health.
I started my journey with kiran when I was 2 1\2 years old.
Since then changes have never stopped!
Kiran’s mental health and wellbeing approach has helped
me see my vulnerability as my strength, has given me
words to express my joy, sadness, love and anger. The
mentors have helped me to be myself without the fear of
being judged.

Since then changes have never stopped!
Everyday I feel more passionate about my dreams.
The most beautiful lesson I learnt was to "be myself and
that I can benefit others best by just being myself".
Going to Habib Girl's School nurtured my strengths and
challenged my weaknesses. I got a chance to meet brilliant
minds and came across amazing ideas. I enjoyed
competition. I was encouraged for my creativity and the
way I put forward solutions. It’s after coming to HABIB I
realised the mission of kiran to the core. I was there to
fulfill the mission "bridge the gap". And more so I
understood the vision of kiran that the gap can only be
bridged by compassion, kindness and friendship.

I was there to fulfill the mission "bridge the gap"
During times of hardcore competitions beyond Kiran stood
like a tree for me providing me with protection,
nourishment and peace.
The rich experiences of meeting diverse people has been my
greatest asset.
I knew that the true education comes from awareness,
however I also understood that grades mattered for college.
I worked hard for my grades and realised that it taught me
discipline. Few months ago, I appeared for AKUEB board
examination(SSC I) and I feel extremely grateful that I
achieved an 'A' grade.

The rich experiences of meeting diverse people has been my greatest asset.
I am really blessed to have caring, concerned and dedicated
mentors, teachers and tutors at Kiran as well as at Habib.
With open opportunities my started building on my
confidence. Continuous support from my school, parents and
Kiran helped me unlock and reach my fullest potential!
But above all what helped me achieve success towards reaching
the first milestone to my dreams was that my mentors had
firm belief in the determined Laraib.
Now I see myself as an individual who has an ability to
collaborate and communicate very easily with just anybody.
My school helped me understand my aims in life while kiran
was always there to take to me another level level of selfawareness and consciousness. My life until now has been a
process of self discoveries.

My life until now has been a process of self discoveries.
My teacher once told me that you achieve half your success
at studies by staying attentive in class and the rest is my
dedication at home.
This is what I would advice all my fellow friends! Pay
attention in class!
Every day I wake up with the same dream to wake up in a
society which is compassionate towards to understanding
of mental health. Kiran mentors have educated me on the
importance of mental health and well being and I believe
that it’s the most integral area of health to prosper as
balanced human beings. Self care is critical for
productivity and to be able to contribute to the betterment
of our society.

society which is compassionate towards to understanding of mental health
Depression and anxiety can be minimized through
prevention and with simple habit changes like
believing in kindness and love.
I am surrounded by beautiful hearts, minds and pure
souls at kiran and my community of Lyari is an
extremely talented community but a victim to
superstitions and backward thinking.
When ever I see people giving up I remember Sabbi
aunty’s words ‘make the most of what Allah has given
you and miracles will happen automatically’

I am a bird with wings , wings used for its very
own purpose "flying" and that's what I am going
to do. I am going to fly high and above until I
fulfill my dream and play my part in making this
world a kinder place.
I am laraib! I'm the change maker
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